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Determining the response of nuclear matter to extreme changes in temperature and density is important to understanding effective baryon-baryon interactions 1 as well as supernova explosions,2 neutron star formation3 and structure. 4 Recent studies of relativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions5,6,7 have shown that particle production, in the form of pions and kaons, provides information on the amount of kinetic energy available in the high density stage of the reaction. The potential, and thus compressional, energy can then be determined using the total initial energy and energy conservation. Others8,9
have studied the decompression stage of the reaction finding that some of the compressionSll energy reappears in asymmetric flow of matter. Since initial efforts5,6 to extract the compressional energy from pion multiplicities employed the relatively light Ar + KCI system and led to a surprisingly stiff equation of state, it is important to extend this study to heavier nuclei to understand better the pion production and absorption mechanisms and investigate the degree to which surface effects and other size phenomena may affect the conclusions.
Negative pion production in collisions of 139La + 139La was studied in the Bevalac Streamer Chamber at LBL at incident laboratory energies of 530, 740, 990, 1200, and 1350 MeV/n. Minimum bias, semi-central, and central trigger configurations10 were employed at each incident energy. In a geometric model these triggers correspond to impact parameter values of b < bmax• b < 0. 73 bmax• and b < 0.24 bmax• respectively. Extrapolation to i:ero impact parameter as done previously6 with the lighter Ar + KCI system is difficult for the heavy system due to the presence of a larger number and variety of nuclear fragments. Only after implementation of a 384 element scintillator array, covering angles e lab < 18, was this extrapolation possible. It provided position, charge, and time-of-flight information which allowed extraction of the total projectile spectator charge and, by subtraction, the number of participant • . . 3 protons in each event. The negative pion multiplicities were determined by scanning and measuring tracks on film. The participant and pion information were then correlated event-by-event.
Projectile spectators were identified in the array by the pulse height, emission angle, and time-of-flight. The minimum bias trigger, which selects mostly peripheral collisions dominated by spectator emission, was used at each incident energy to determine the spectator windows on these quantities for each scintillator element:
a) The dE/dx spectrum which yields the projectile spectator charge was calibrated with fragmentation products from Ne and La beams. Unit charge identification was achieved for fragment charges 1 ~ Z ~ 10.
b) The projectile spectator angle window was defined to be the region Assuming that the pion abundance reflects the thermal energy per baryon of the high density stage, our results can be used to determine the thermal energy in a way that is independent of the dynamics of the collision process. consequences of the simple assumption that the major influence stems from conversion ()f kinetic into potential energy, which was implicit in our previous efforts5,6 to link the <n 11 >/A ratio to the nuclear matter equation of state.
The "missing" potential energy, inactive as far as particl~ production is concerned, can be determined from Fig. 2 . It is the difference between the c.m. energy of the experiment, which is the total available energy, and the thermal energy which is the energy necessary in the thermal model to create the observed <nn >lA ratio. The results are displayed in Fig. 3a . Plotted is the "missing" energy per nucleon, EPOlfA, at each incident c.m. energy of the Ar + KCI and La+ .La experiments. EPOtJA is the increase of potential energy per participant nucleon expended in going from initial ground state nuclear density P 0 to the density P reached at each of the incident energies. In dynamical models this density P (Ecm/A} is a monotonically increasing function of Ecm/A.
Note that the fraction of initial c.m. energy that is transformed into potential energy rises from 13% at 125 MeV/n to 33% at 380 MeV/n.
It is of specific theoretical interest to relate the potential energy to the nuclear density at each c.m. energy, within the limitations of the present first order approach. The cascadeS and the one-dimensional Rankine-Hugoniot shock compressionS models have previously been employed to ascertain density (P/P 0 ) at each bombarding energy. EPOt/A can be determined from the data, as shown above. The nuclear matter energy-density relation is ( 1) where the second term approximates 19 the Fermi energy contribution to the ground state energy and the third, constant term is the binding energy at oto o=1.
As dynamical models contribute additional uncertainty to the determination of Ecm/A (MeV) Fig. 3 XCG 867-7343 A
